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SPREAD 
POSITIVITY
Share positive moments, 
experiences, impressions or 
quotes that help you getting 
through this hard time.

ADD +

@jolienmllr - GERMANY

“The best way to predict the future is to 
create it. ”

Abraham Lincoln

@carina089 - ITALY

Great Orme goats out and about in 
Llandudno again first thing this morn-
ing. One even quite comfortably sit-
ting in the road. 

@AngTherese - UK

Yesterday, I went to the shops and I 
was really fascinated by the crystal 
clear water in the canals of Venice. I 
could even see fishes for the first 
time since I can remember.

@sarahTbh - LIBANON

Next week, my finacé and me wanted 
to celebrate a big wedding with all of 
our family which cannot take place in 
this way, but this did not stop us from 
saying yes - to each other, to love.

#loveisstronger #nothingcanstopus

@ShanTi - CHINA

Why Your Comfort Zone Is the Most 
Dangerous Place to Live

Article weblink:
https://www.success.com/why-your-com-
fort-zone-is-the-most-dangerous-place-to-live/



What can we learn 
from Corona?
Share your ideas, thoughts and 
comments

#choose a suiting hashtag 
that sums up your topic

Write your ideas, thoughts 
and comments in this box.

@martinbnk78 - SWEDEN

#Environment #Finance

A lot of business meetings that have usually 
taken place abroad can actually be proceeded 
online.

First of all, this would save many carbon 
emissions that would be generated due to the 
travel. Furthermore, it reduces financial costs 
of the company as well. @DorotheeVanHous - NETHERLANDS

#Environment

During the lockdown I have started planting my 
own fruits and vegetables. Even though I don’t 
have a huge impact on my own, together we 
could make a change. Subsistence economy 
has a lot of potential.

@veronica47 - UK

#Environment #Finance

Due to the shortage of exported food we 
should focus on getting more independent and 
support the regional market. This would have 
pleasing environmental effects and would 
create new job opportunities.

@laraThd - DENMARK

#MentalHealth

One advantage of social distancing is that we 
can use this time to find back to ourselves 
and do the things we haven’t have time for 
before.

@RayChi - SINGAPORE


